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All We Ever Wanted

Double Blind

Iris & Roy Johansen

Clock Dance

Mackenzie only took her eyes off the road for a
moment, but the resulting collision cost her
the life of her daughter, and subsequently
her marriage, family, and friends. She now
lives in Vermont under the name Maggie
Reid. Her only goal is to stay under the
radar through her probation. But Mackenzie
isn’t the only one in this peaceful town
with secrets. When a friend’s teenage son
is accused of hacking a powerful man,
Maggie is torn between remaining hidden
or stepping into the glare to be at their side.
As the truth behind their case is revealed,
Mackenzie’s own carefully constructed story begins to
# Copies
unravel. She knows all too well that in this harsh world
what we need is comfort. But to provide it, sometimes
we must travel far outside our comfort zones.

Willa Drake can count on one hand the defining
moments of her life. In 1967, she was
a schoolgirl coping with her mother’s
disappearance. In 1977, she was a college
coed considering marriage. In 1997, she
was a young widow trying to piece her life
back together. And in 2017, she yearns to
be a grandmother but isn’t sure she ever
will be. Then, one day, Willa receives a
startling phone call from a stranger. Without
fully understanding why, she flies across
the country to look after a young woman
she’s never met and her nine-year-old
daughter. This impulsive decision will lead Willa
into uncharted territory where she finds solace and
fulfillment in unexpected places.
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A Gathering of Secrets

Liar, Liar

Barbara Delinsky

Nina Browning is living the good life. Her husband’s
tech business is booming, and her son,
Finch, is bound for Princeton. Tom Volpe
is a single dad working multiple jobs.
His daughter, Lyla, attends Nashville’s
most prestigious private high school on
a scholarship. But amid the wealth and
privilege, Lyla doesn’t always fit in. Then
one devastating photo changes everything.
Finch snaps a picture of Lyla passed out at
a party and sends it to a few friends. The
photo spreads like wildfire and, before long,
an already divided community is buzzing
with scandal and blame. Nina finds herself relating
# Copies more to Tom’s reaction than to her own husband’s and # Copies
she faces an important choice: sticking to her morality
or loyalty to her family.
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Before and Again

Linda Castillo

Anne Tyler

Lisa Jackson

Mine: A Novel of Obsession
J. L. Butler

Young divorce lawyer Francine Day has methodically
built her career, but when she meets her
new client, Martin Joy, her caution melts
away. Powerless to fight the irresistible
magnetism between them, client and
counsel tumble into a blistering affair.
Though Martin insists his marriage is
over, certain details don’t quite add up.
Consumed with passion and increasingly
obsessed with Martin’s relationship with
his estranged wife, Francine follows her
one night and discovers her having dinner
with her supposed soon to be ex-husband.
Her next memory is finding herself in her
# Copies neighbor’s apartment covered in blood. When Martin’s
wife is discovered to be missing Francine finds herself
caught in a dangerous labyrinth of deception and
secrets.
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Sheer Mischief
Jill Mansell
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The Pharaoh Key

The Serpent’s Secret

Douglas J Preston & Lincoln Child
Gideon Crew-brilliant scientist, master thief, intrepid
adventurer-is shocked when his former
employer, Eli Glinn, vanishes without a
trace, and Glinn’s high-tech lab Effective
Engineering Solutions shuts down
seemingly overnight. Crew is contacted
by one of his former coworkers who has a
lead on Glinn’s final case-the long-awaited
translation of a centuries-old stone tablet
from an undiscovered civilization: The
Phaistos Disc. What lies at the end of the
trail will either save Gideon’s life-or bring
it to a sudden, shocking close. Crew once
again faces incredible odds-but as Gideon
# Copies has proven again and again, there’s no such thing as
too great a risk when you’re living on borrowed time.

Sayantani DasGupta

JUV

On the morning of her twelfth birthday, Kiranmala
is just a regular sixth grader living in
Parsippany, New Jersey… until her parents
vanish and a drooling rakkhosh demon
slams through her kitchen. Turns out
there might be some truth to her parents’
fantastical stories of Indian royalty and
secret places not of this world. When
two handsome princes ring her doorbell,
insisting they’ve come to rescue her, Kiran
is suddenly swept into another dimension
full of magic and danger. There she must
solve riddles, battle demons, avoid the
Serpent King of the underworld and the
# Copies Rakkhoshi Queen, find her parents, and basically save
her entire world and everything beyond it.
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Stay Hidden
Paul Doiron

To the Bridge: A True Story of
Motherhood and Murder
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It’s not that Janey Sinclair isn’t pleased to see her
A woman has been shot to death by a deer hunter on
Nancy Rommelmann
sister. It’s just that being woken at seven
the remote Maquoit island off the coast of
On May 23, 2009, Amanda Stott-Smith
by Maxine and a police escort, isn’t quite
Maine. Ariel Evans, a controversial author,
drove to the Sellwood Bridge in Portland,
how she’d planned to spend her Sunday
was supposedly writing a book about the
Oregon, and dropped her two children into
morning. Even so Janey, who’s just
island’s notorious hermit when the incident
the Willamette River. Miraculously sevenrebuilding her life after the disappearance
took place. To Warden Investigator Mike
year-old Trinity survived. Her brother,
of her husband, is delighted that her
Bowditch, the case seems open and shut.
four-year-old Eldon, perished in the river.
sister’s back in the Cornish town where
But as soon as he arrives he discovers a
Amanda was convicted and sentenced to
they grew up. When Maxine sets her
web of complications and inconsistencies.
thirty-five years. On a seven-year search
sights on Guy Cassidy, a glamorous
The hunter claims he didn’t fire the fatal
for the truth, Nancy Rommelmann poured
fashion photographer, Janey knows there’s
shot and the ballistic evidence is in his
through thousands of pages of records,
no limit to the mischief her sister will get
favor. No research, notes, or drafts turn
withheld documents, and interviews, and
into dispatching her rivals. But little do they
up in Ariel’s rented cottage. Then, with the
uncovered a myriad of secrets and lies as
know the competition is closer to home
arrival of the weekly ferry, comes the victim
# Copies than they think.
# Copies herself! Ariel is alive, well, and determined to solve her # Copies dark and turbulent as the Willamette River itself.
own murder; even if it makes her more of a target.
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Kendra Michaels is reluctant to accept the most
When a historic barn burns down in the middle of the
Twenty years ago Didi Storm worked the Vegas strip
recent FBI case to come her way, but her
night, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is
as a celebrity impersonator, too busy
interest is piqued when she learns the
called in to investigate. At first it looks like
“making it big” to raise her children. Remmi
details: The body was found just blocks
an accident, but when the body of eighteenwas fifteen when she last saw Didi. That
away from Kendra’s condo, the man was
year-old Daniel Gingerich is found inside,
terrible night in the Mojave Desert when
carrying an envelope with her name on it,
Kate suspects murder. But who would
Remmi witnessed her giving one of her
and inside was an SD card containing a
want this well-liked Amish man dead? Kate
newborn twins to a strange man. After that
video of the wedding reception of a man
delves into the investigation and discovers
Didi disappeared, as did the other infant.
who was murdered just a week prior. As the
Daniel had a dark side. He was a sexual
They were never found. To Detective
body count rises, Kendra joins forces with
predator. His victims were mainly Amish
Settler, Didi’s death looks like a typical
private investigator Jessie Mercado and
women, too afraid to come forward. Now
suicide, but Remmi knows the mangled
agent Adam Lynch. Together they discover
someone has stopped him, but who? The
body that fell from a San Francisco building
that each victim helped convict a serial
women he victimized? Their boyfriends?
isn’t her missing mother. As Remmi and
killer years before. Someone is out for
Their parents? As Kate wades through a
Detective Settler dig, they uncover a story
# Copies vengeance. But who? Is it possible that the wrong man # Copies sea of suspects, she’s confronted by her own violent
# Copies of ambition and lies that someone will kill again to
was convicted, and the killer has returned?
past.
hide.
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